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SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE TITLES
Did you know that Thorndike Press publishes more  
than 230 Large Print titles simultaneously with the 

original publisher’s standard print edition each year? Everyone 
can read Large Print, so buy additional copies of those  
high-demand titles in a format all your patrons can enjoy.

SERIES COMPLETE OFFERS
Whenever we publish a title that completes a series,  
you save $$. You can purchase a complete series at a  
25% discount with free shipping, by ordering direct online  
at gale.com/thorndike or by contacting your Large Print  
Sales Consultant. 

STANDING ORDERS
Numbers appearing with titles indicate the Standing Order tier 
level. For Standing Order plan and tier descriptions, go to our 
website at gale.com/thorndike/standingorders.

All Standing Order prices listed in this catalog include discount.  
Not available in Canada.

SML
ML

 BEYOND THE BESTSELLERS
Round out your Large Print collection, by adding a mix of  
must-haves, buzz books, and popular, up-and-coming authors. 
These titles have been rated by our editors as Strong Mid-List 
titles that will help you have something for every reader. 

SIX WAYS TO ORDER
Postage-free order form in this catalog 
Visit gale.com/thorndike 
Email gale.printorders@cengage.com 
Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4 
Fax 1.800.558.4676 
Contact your library sales consultant.

PLEASE NOTE
Actual Large Print covers may be different from those appearing 
in this catalog. Book prices and release dates may change 
according to original publishers’ schedules. U.S. currency only.

Jamie Knobloch, Publisher
207.861.7510  n  jamie.knobloch@cengage.com

Mary Smith, Editorial Director
207.861.7517  n  Mary.P.Smith@cengage.com

For marketing questions or comments:
Barb Littlefield, Associate Marketing Manager
207.861.7532  n  barb.littlefield@cengage.com

Customer Service: Tel: 800.877.4253  n  Fax: 877.363.4253

International Product Information: international@cengage.com

Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4 n Fax 1.800.558.46762
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BASIC
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.

THIS IS HOW IT ALWAYS IS
Laurie Frankel
“Sharp and surprising. This is a wonderfully contradictory story — heartwarming 
and generous, yet written with a wry sensibility.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly Pick of the Week

“Inspired by her daughter’s own transition, Frankel tells Poppy’s story with 
compassion and humor.” — Booklist

SML
ML

 Claude is five years old, the youngest of five brothers. He loves peanut 
butter sandwiches. He also loves wearing a dress. When he grows up, Claude 
says, he wants to be a girl. Rosie and Penn want Claude to be whoever he 
wants to be, but aren’t sure they’re ready to share that with the world. The 
entire family keeps Claude’s secret. Until one day it explodes. 

978-1-4104-9904-2 n $35.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

  Kirkus Best Romance 
of 2016

HERO IN THE 
HIGHLANDS
A No Ordinary Hero Novel

Suzanne Enoch
“The latest from the ever-popular 
Enoch is steamy and bubbling with 

humor, a scrumptious tale to begin her No Ordinary Hero 
series.” — starred, Booklist

SML
ML

 Scotland, 1812. Ferocious and rugged to the bone, 
English soldier Gabriel Forrester learns that he’s inherited 
the Scottish Highlands title and estate of a distant 
relation. The last thing Major Forrester wants is to give up 
the battlefield for the drawing room. But when he meets 
raven-eyed lass Fiona Blackstock, his new circumstances 
become more intriguing.

978-1-4104-9915-8 n $30.99 U.S. 
Historical Romance n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Basic 8.

THE KEEPER OF 
LOST THINGS
Ruth Hogan
“. . . warm and quirky characters and 
the mystery of each lost item impel 
the reader forward.” — Booklist

“A moving debut novel with witty and 
charming characters . . . believable 
and fast-paced, with surprises 
sprinkled throughout the plot.” 
— RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

Forty years ago, Anthony Peardew carelessly lost a 
keepsake from his beloved fiancée. That very same day, 
she died unexpectedly. Brokenhearted, Anthony sought 
consolation in rescuing lost objects and writing stories 
about them. This charming, clever, and quietly moving 
debut is a novel of endless possibilities, joyful discoveries, 
and the surprising connections that bind us.

978-1-4104-9880-9 n $30.99 NCR
General Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Basic 7 & 8.



Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4 n Fax 1.800.558.46764

CORECORE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.

I  New York Times Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication with  
Levine Greenberg’s Standard Print Edition

THE GENERAL’S WOMEN
Susan Wittig Albert
“This warm, extensively researched novel will entrance readers and inspire them to 
look further into the lives of two extraordinary women.” 
— starred, Kirkus Reviews on Loving Eleanor

SML
ML

 Set during and after the chaotic years of World War II, The General’s 
Women tells the compelling story of the conflicted relationship between 
General Dwight Eisenhower and Kay Summersby, his Irish driver/aide — 
and the impact of that relationship on Mamie Eisenhower and her life in 
Washington during the war.

978-1-4104-9905-9 n $35.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

WORLD, CHASE ME DOWN
Andrew Hilleman
“Lively . . . A raucous example of narrative invention. Pat makes for an enthusiastic 
narrator, and he ends his story on a surprising note that affirms man’s infinite 
capacity for resilience in the face of life’s harsh vicissitudes.” — Publishers Weekly

This rousing, suspenseful debut novel — True Grit meets Catch Me If You Can 
— is based on the forgotten true story of Pat Crowe, once the most wanted 
man in America. A Robin Hood of the American frontier, Crowe captivated the 
nation as an outlaw for economic justice who pulled off the first successful 
kidnapping for ransom in U.S. history.

978-1-4104-9882-3 n $33.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Core 5, 6, 7 & 8.
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CORE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.

 USA Today Bestselling Author

THE RUNAWAY MIDWIFE
Patricia Harman
“Full of hope and heart, this will appeal to anyone tempted by the thought of 
complete reinvention.” — Booklist

“Fans of Maria Semple’s Where’d You Go Bernadette will enjoy this story of a woman’s 
courageous reinvention.” — Library Journal

SML
ML

 Midwife Clara Perry is accustomed to comforting her pregnant 
patients, calming fathers-to-be, and delivering babies safely into the world. 
But when her life takes a nosedive, Clara realizes she hasn’t been tending to 
her own needs and does something drastic: she runs away and starts over. 
On a tiny, remote Canadian island, Clara becomes Sara Livingston, a writer 
seeking solitude.

978-1-4104-9881-6 n $31.99 U.S. 
General Fiction 4/5/2017
Available in Core 6, 7 & 8.

  Two-time Man Booker 
Shortlisted Author

 Costa Award Winner

DAYS WITHOUT END
Sebastian Barry
“A tour de force of style and 
atmosphere . . . Evocative of Cormac 
McCarthy and Charles Portis, Days 
Without End is a timeless work of 
historical fiction.” — starred, Booklist

“A beautifully realized historical novel; enthusiastically 
recommended for all fans of literary fiction.” 
— starred, Library Journal

Thomas McNulty, barely seventeen and having fled the 
Great Famine, signs up for the U.S. Army in the 1850s. 
With his brother in arms, John Cole, Thomas fights in the 
Indian Wars and, ultimately, the Civil War. Orphans of 
terrible hardships, the men find these days to be vivid and 
alive, despite the horrors they see and are complicit in.

978-1-4104-9830-4 n $30.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Core 8.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

 #1 International Bestseller
Simultaneous Publication 
with Pantheon’s 
Standard Print Edition

THE WOMAN 
ON THE STAIRS
Bernhard Schlink
“. . . exquisite . . .” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

“A mysterious, character-driven, and history-enriched story 
. . . Schlink’s prose captivates.” — Booklist

SML
ML

 A young lawyer became entangled in the affairs 
of three people mired in a complex and destructive 
relationship. An artist, his subject, and her husband 
formed a triangle that drew the lawyer in deeper and 
deeper. Now, encountering the painting that triggered it 
all, the lawyer must reconcile his past and present selves.

978-1-4104-9906-6 n $32.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Core 7 & 8.



Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4 n Fax 1.800.558.46766

WHEELER HARDCOVER
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,623.

THE BURNING PAGE
An Invisible Library Novel

Genevieve Cogman
“Fans will enjoy immersing themselves in the latest installment of this playful, 
entertaining series.” — Publishers Weekly

“Clever dialog, time-hopping through fun locales, plenty of action, and hints of fresh 
plotting will have readers looking forward to further library missions.” 
— Library Journal

SML
ML

 Due to her involvement in a set of mishaps between the dragons and 
the Fae, Librarian spy Irene is stuck on probation, doing simple fetch-and-
retrieve projects for the mysterious Library. But Irene’s longtime nemesis, 
Alberich, has once again been making waves across multiple worlds, and, this 
time, his goals are quite large: he aims to destroy the entire Library — and 
Irene with it. 

978-1-4104-9639-3 n $36.99 U.S. 
Fantasy n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

  CWA Gold Dagger 
Award-winning Author

THE BEAUTIFUL DEAD
Belinda Bauer
“This intense, compelling novel from 
British author Bauer (The Shut Eye) is 
filled with dark humor and is sure to 
satisfy fans of Tami Hoag and Karin 
Slaughter.” — Library Journal

TV crime reporter Eve Singer’s 
flagging career revives when she covers a spate of bizarre 
murders committed in public and advertised like an art 
exhibition. When the killer contacts her, she’s inside the 
biggest murder investigation of the decade. But Eve soon 
realizes there’s a thin line between inside information and 
becoming an accomplice to murder — possibly her own.

978-1-4104-9908-0 n $31.99 U.S. 
Thriller n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 5.

I  #1 New York Times 
Bestselling Author

A DARKNESS ABSOLUTE
Kelley Armstrong
“Gripping . . . The unusual setup and 
isolated location increase tension 
in a fast-paced entry that will keep 
readers guessing.” 
— Publishers Weekly

SML
ML

 When homicide detective Casey Duncan moved to 
the secret, off-the-grid town of Rockton, she expected 
a safe haven — not a town with its own secrets and 
dangers. Stranded in a blizzard after chasing a cabin-
fevered resident into the woods, Casey and fellow 
sheriff’s deputy, Will, take shelter in a cave and find a 
captive who’s been held for over a year.

978-1-4104-9883-0 n $33.99 NCR
General Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 4 & 5.

WHEELER HARDCOVER
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WHEELER HARDCOVER
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,623.

FOLLY COVE
Holly Robinson
“Only when their picture-perfect lives are shattered do the 
Bradford sisters realize how strong the bond of sisterhood 
really is.” — Booklist 

The Bradford sisters of Rockport, Massachusetts, are 
famous for their beauty, their voices, their ancestors, 
and their elegant mother, who runs the historic Folly 
Cove Inn alone since her husband disappeared. As the 
sisters reunite to celebrate their mother’s birthday, they 
struggle to maintain the illusions they’ve carefully crafted 
about their lives — until painful old wounds reopen, and 
startling family secrets are revealed.

978-1-4104-9854-0 n $30.99 U.S. 
Women’s Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017

THE FLOWER ARRANGEMENT
Ella Griffin
“Griffin’s charming and insightful third novel examines how 
random lives are connected, like characters in a Raymond 
Carver story.” — Library Journal

At Blossom & Grow, a tiny flower shop in the heart of 
Dublin, Lara works her magic translating feelings into 
flower arrangements that change hearts and lives. She 
knows their power. Flowers gave Lara hope as a child who 
lost a mother, and again as a mother who lost a child. But 
old wounds take time to heal. When will the woman who 
unlocks everyone else’s emotions open up her own heart?

978-1-4104-9855-7 n $31.99 U.S. 
Women’s Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017

Rebecca’s Selections
Stories for women about women. Their relationships with 

family and friends, about how they overcome obstacles 
in their lives and discover the value of loving themselves. 

Selections consist of clean, wholesome reads and contain 
no graphic sex or violence. These titles are selected by 

Booklist editor Rebecca Vnuk, an expert in the Women’s 
Fiction genre and former librarian.

Rebecca’s thoughts . . .  
This charming and romantic 
novel features a lovely 
ensemble cast of characters. 
The humor and heartbreak here 
make this perfect for fans of 
Marion Keyes, Jane Green, and 
Kate Jacobs.

Rebecca’s thoughts . . .  
A warm story of love and sisters, 
Robinson’s latest looks at family 
secrets. Readers who enjoy 
contemporary family sagas will 
appreciate this charming story of 
how three very different sisters 
process their shared past.

WOMEN’S FICTION
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4 n Fax 1.800.558.4676 7
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PEER PICKS
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

Viccy Kemp is the Technical Services Manager for the Flower Mound 
Public Library in Texas. She began her career with books as a manager 
for several B. Dalton bookstores and moved to the library world in 
1992. Viccy received her MLS from the University of North Texas in 
1999 and became the Collection Development Coordinator for the 
Carrollton Public Libraries. She has also worked for the Fort Worth 
Public Library and the Irving Public Library systems. For two years, Viccy 
wrote the mystery review column for Library Journal magazine and she 
has served on ALA and TLA committees selecting best adult fiction lists 
for several years. Reading is her passion and avocation.

Best Practices: Prioritize Collection Development
As a librarian, I have many different resources available. Making time 
to read review journals (Library Journal, Booklist and Kirkus Reviews, at 

a minimum) needs to be incorporated into your work flow during the week. I do not encourage staff to 
read at the Reference Desk because it can send the wrong message if a patron approaches and your 
head is buried in a journal, but you should be aware of what is going on around you and look up often 
to ensure people are not intimidated into not wanting to interrupt your work. That being said, I do have 
some go-to resources for finding pre-publication titles:

•  Early Word (http://www.earlyword.com/) My friend Robin Beerbower writes for 
Early Word. It is a chatty column filled with lots of information about all kinds of books, 
such as publishers’ book buzz titles for the publishing seasons. At the end of the year, a 
Twitter fest called #libfaves compiles everyone’s favorite reads.

•  Edelweiss (http://edelweiss.abovethetreeline.com/HomePage.aspx) and Netgalley 
(https://s2.netgalley.com/) These are two websites that host e-copies of ARCs. You need 
to sign up for them and be a “reader of influence” who promises to post reviews and 
links to those reviews. I use Netgalley extensively. 

Third-party vendor websites also offer extensive lists to review. Baker and Taylor, Brodart, and Ingram 
provide lists of high-interest categories such as award-winning books, common-core titles and foreign 
language titles (Midwest Tapes offers a huge list of various languages to search by), not to mention 
breakdowns of lists by various genres. 

There is a lot of information out there. Go and explore to find your own go-to places. Make the time to 
prioritize collection development to enhance your patrons’ browsing and research needs.

This Quarter’s Peer Picks Selector is Viccy Kemp

PEER PICKS
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PEER PICKS PEER PICKS
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

Viccy says: It is unusual for a 
male author to write a female 
character so well, especially a 
debut author. U.S. Marshal Helen 
Morrissey is a strong woman 
who has to work twice as hard 
as her male counterparts to stay 
in the same place. When she is 
commanded to travel to tiny Kill 
Devil Falls to transport a prisoner, 
murder and mayhem will test this 
strength. 

Simultaneous Publication with 
Midnight Ink’s  
Standard Print Edition

KILL DEVIL FALLS
Brian Klingborg
When U.S. Marshal Helen Morrissey is 
tasked with collecting a fugitive bank 
robber from a remote town in the Sierra 
Nevadas, she braces for a rough trip. After 
all, with a name like Kill Devil Falls, her 
destination must be a real hellhole. Turns 
out it’s worse than she imagined. Much 
worse. But it’s not until her prisoner turns 

up dead that Helen realizes she’s in real trouble. There are secrets 
buried below the surface of Kill Devil Falls. Secrets worth killing for.

978-1-4104-9914-1 n $31.99 U.S. 
Suspense n Releases 4/19/2017

Viccy says: I fell in love with IQ 
(Isaiah Quintabe) from the first. 
He rose from his humble beginnings 
in South Central LA to the heights 
his intellect could take him. Losing 
his brother, Marcus, to a random 
hit-and-run only made him stronger. 
Now, he runs an off-the-books 
practice, helping poor people who 
cannot help themselves. IQ is a 
wonderful character who will stay 
with you long after the book is 
finished.

Voted One of the Best Books of 2016 
by The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, The New York Times Book Review, 
and Amazon

IQ
Joe Ide
“A seamless, utterly entertaining blend of 
coming-of-age saga, old-school detective 
story, and comic-caper novel. . . . This is one 
of those rare debuts that leaves us panting for 
more — and soon.” — starred, Booklist

East Long Beach. The LAPD can’t keep up 
with the crime rate. Murders go unsolved, lost children unrecovered. 
But someone from the neighborhood is taking on the cases the 
police can’t or won’t touch. They call him IQ, a loner and high school 
dropout with a fierce intelligence and relentless determination, who 
charges whatever folks can afford.

978-1-4104-9922-6 n $30.99 U.S. 
Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017



25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

For the Gentleman Reader 
(and Other Booklovers)

“PEN/Faulkner Award-winning Murray 
delivers an epic adventure . . . that will 
thrill history buffs and literary fiction 
fans alike. Ward’s extraordinary wife, 
the Argentinian-American heiress Sarita 
Sanford completes the love triangle. 
The characters jump off the page with 
the sly, dark humor and language 
brimming with energy. Themes of 
friendship, identity, grief and betrayal 
combined with clever satire and 
meticulous attention to historical detail 
will have this book mentioned alongside 
the likes of Peter Carey, Hilary Mantel 
and Lily King.”

— Selector Bill Kelly, 
Adult Programming Manager for the 

Cuyahoga County Public Library

  Award-winning author of  
New York Times Editor’s Choice 
Tales of the New World

VALIANT GENTLEMEN
Sabina Murray
“Brimming with exquisite detail and clever humor 
. . . [Murray] maintains an impressive balance of 
historical accuracy and dramatic momentum, 
crafting a stellar fiction . . .” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

SML
ML

 Darkly humorous and alive with 
detail, Valiant Gentlemen reimagines the 

lives and intimate friendships of humanitarian and Irish patriot Roger 
Casement; his closest friend, Herbert Ward; and Ward’s extraordinary 
wife, Argentinian-American heiress Sarita Sanford, in a uniquely human 
account of some of the early 20th century’s larger historical figures.

978-1-4104-9843-4 n $31.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017

KILL THE NEXT ONE
Federico Axat
“Nightmare imagery, mind-bending plot twists, 
and a kaleidoscopic storytelling style . . . but 
at the core of this literary fever dream lies an 
elegantly crafted and emotionally resonant 
mystery . . .” — starred, Publishers Weekly

Ted McKay had a beautiful wife, two 
daughters, and a high-paying job. But after 
being diagnosed with a terminal brain tumor 
he finds himself holding a gun to his temple. 
Then the doorbell rings. A stranger makes him 

a proposition: why not kill two deserving men first, and then Ted will 
become someone else’s target in a suicidal daisy chain. 

978-1-4104-9818-2 n $30.99 U.S. 
Thriller n Releases 4/5/2017

“Argentinian author Axat adds layers of 
twists to this psychological, mind-bending 
mystery with an unreliable narrator and 
hallucinatory atmosphere, all permeated 
by dread and tension but infused with 
humanity. The puzzles, labyrinths and 
hypnotic quality of South American 
magic realism are cleverly interwoven 
into this maze of a thriller. For fans of 
Blake Crouch and Tana French.”

— Selector Bill Kelly, 
Adult Programming Manager for the 

Cuyahoga County Public Library

Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4 n Fax 1.800.558.467610
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NARRATIVE AND POPULAR NONFICTION
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $900.

I  New York Times Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication with  
Simon & Schuster’s Standard Print Edition

THE ROAD TO JONESTOWN
JIM JONES AND PEOPLES TEMPLE
Jeff Guinn
“[A] tour-de-force of a biography. . . . important for students of criminology, 
human behavior, popular culture, music, psychopathology and sociopathology, and 
compulsively readable.” — The New York Times Book Review on Manson

The bestselling author of Manson offers a comprehensive, authoritative, 
and tragic account of the life of Jim Jones and his church, Peoples Temple. 
Guinn provides stunning new details of the events leading to the fatal day in 
November, 1978, when more than nine hundred people died — including almost 
three hundred children — after being ordered to swallow a cyanide-laced drink.

978-1-4104-9865-6 n $33.99 U.S. 
History n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

HAVANA
A SUBTROPICAL DELIRIUM
Mark Kurlansky
“An affectionate, richly detailed, brief 
biography of a unique city.” 
— Kirkus Reviews

SML
ML

 Award-winning author 
Mark Kurlansky presents an 

insider’s view of Havana: the elegant, tattered city he has 
come to know over more than thirty years. Part cultural 
history, part travelogue, with recipes, historic engravings, 
photographs, and Kurlansky’s own pen-and-ink drawings 
throughout, Havana brings the long-elusive city stirringly 
to life.

978-1-4104-9923-3 n $31.99 U.S. 
Travel n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Nonfiction 3.

Author of the critically 
acclaimed The Other End 
of the Leash

THE EDUCATION OF WILL
A MUTUAL MEMOIR OF A 
WOMAN AND HER DOG
Patricia B. McConnell
“The Education of Will delves deep 
into the minds of people and dogs, and 
into the effects of trauma, showing 

that healing is possible. McConnell gives a voice to those who 
can’t speak in words and provides hope for fearful animals 
everywhere.” 
— Temple Grandin, author of Animals Make Us Human

In a powerful, soul-searching, beautifully written memoir, 
animal behaviorist Patricia McConnell recounts for the 
first time the compelling story of her dark past, memories 
of which are triggered by a troubled dog named Will. In 
order to save Will from dangerous outbreaks of fear and 
fury, Dr. McConnell was forced to find her own will to heal.

978-1-4104-9837-3 n $34.99 U.S. 
Nonfiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.



Benefits of a Larger Font:
Studies show that Large Print has proven to have the 
following impacts on readers of all ages by:

• Improving letter and word recognition.
• Aiding in reading comprehension.
• Boosting confidence in beginner or reluctant readers.
• Being an essential resource for ESL/ELL students.
• Relieving digital eye strain and bringing enjoyment back 

to reading.

Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4  n  Fax 1.800.558.467612

MIDDLE READER COLLECTION
Sure to appeal to young readers, whether they are reluctant, proficient, or in-between

Our Large Print Books:
• Are often the same size or smaller than their hardcover 

or trade paperback counterparts
• Are complete and unabridged.
• Are bound especially for high circulation — they’re made 

to last (we guarantee it).
• Often feature the same cover art as the regular print 

editions. This is especially true for our middle reader and 
young adult titles.

THE BOYS IN THE BOAT
The True Story of an American Team’s Epic Journey to Win Gold 
at the 1936 Olympics
Daniel James Brown
The irresistible, improbable, and intimate account of how nine 
working-class boys from the American West showed the world at 
the 1936 Olympics in Berlin what true grit really meant.

978-1-4104-9956-1 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Nonfiction/Adventure | For Grades 5 and Up.

I AM MALALA
How One Girl Stood Up for Education and Changed the World
Malala Yousafzai with Patricia McCormick
The inspiring memoir by activist Yousafzai sketches her brave actions to 
champion education in Pakistan under the Taliban.

978-1-4104-9916-5 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Nonfiction/Biography | For Grades 5 and Up.

#1 New York Times Bestseller 
Adapted for Young Readers

Inspiration for the 
PBS American Experience 
Documentary 
‘The Boys of ‘36’

New York Times and National 
Bestseller Adapted for 
Young Readers

Nobel Peace Prize Winning 
Author

“The best middle grade adaptations of popular adult nonfiction titles bring exciting new content and a kid-appealing 
angle to the original story. Often more visual experiences than their adult counterparts, these books inspire kids’ 
imaginations with extra photographs, explanatory diagrams, and perhaps even new illustrations. Rather than 
merely abridging the originals, authors revise (or sometimes entirely rewrite!) the texts in order to be accessible and 
relatable to younger readers in diction, syntax, and content. These adaptations, paired with their originals, would 
make excellent parent-child simultaneous reads!”

— Alex Ulyett, Associate Editor Viking Books for Young Readers/Penguin Young Readers Group 

Nonfiction Bestsellers Freshly Adapted for the Next Generation
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THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE
The Chronicles of Narnia (Book 2)

C. S. Lewis
Four adventurous siblings step through a wardrobe door and into the 
land of Narnia, a land frozen in eternal winter and enslaved by the power 
of the White Witch. But when almost all hope is lost, the return of the 
Great Lion, Aslan, signals a great change . . . and a great sacrifice.

978-1-4104-9925-7 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Science Fiction | For Grades 3 and Up.

TOUCHING SPIRIT BEAR
Ben Mikaelsen
Avoiding jail time, young Cole Matthews elects to particpate in an 
alternative sentencing program based on traditional Native American 
practices that result in his being banished to a remote Alaskan Island 
where he is left to survive for a year.

978-1-4328-3843-0 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
General Fiction | For Grades 5 and Up.

BUD, NOT BUDDY
Christopher Paul Curtis
Motherless Bud shares his amusingly astute rules of life as he hits the 
road to find the jazz musician he believes is his father. A medley of 
characters brings Depression-era Michigan to life.

978-1-4328-3846-1 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Historical Fiction | For Grades 4–7.

New York Times Bestseller

Book of the Year Award 
Nominee

Newbery Medal Winner

Coretta Scott King Award 
Winner

ALA Best Book and 
Notable Children’s Book 
for Young Adults

IRA Children’s Book Award 
Winner

Winner of Many State Best 
Book Awards

A WRINKLE IN TIME
Time Quintet Series (Book 1)

Madeleine L’Engle
A story of adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, 
and Calvin O’Keefe who are involved in a search for Meg’s father, 
a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret work for the 
government on the tesseract problem.

978-1-4104-9920-2 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 2/8/17
Science Fiction | For Grades 4–8.

Newbery Medal Winner

New York Times Bestseller
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FORGE
The Seeds of America Trilogy (Book 2)

Laurie Halse Anderson
Fugitive slave Curzon takes over narration from Isabel in this sequel 
to Chains. Only fifteen, he enlists in the Continental Army, serving 
alongside white soldiers encamped for the winter at Valley Forge.

978-1-4104-9918-9 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Historical Fiction | For Grades 5–9.

Also available: ASHES (Book 3) | 978-1-4104-9607-2 | $23.99 U.S.

HACHET
Gary Paulsen
How does a young teenager armed with only a hatchet survive in the 
Canadian wilderness? Hatchet challenges readers to place themselves in 
this predicament and ask, “Could I survive?”

978-1-4104-9919-6 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Adventure | For Grades 6–9.

THE WATSONS GO TO BIRMINGHAM — 1963
Christopher Paul Curtis
In a voice that’s both smart and naive, fourth-grader Kenny Watson tells 
about his African American family, who travel from their home in Flint, 
Michigan, in 1963 to Birmingham, Alabama, where Kenny’s cute little sister 
escapes when a bomb goes off in church.

978-1-4328-3844-7 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Historical Fiction | For Grades 3–7.

Scott O’Dell Historical Fiction 
Award Winner

National Book Award Finalist

Winner of Many State Best 
Book Awards

Honored for Realistic 
Portrayal of Slavery

30th Anniversary Edition

A Newbery Honor Book

Winner of Many State Best 
Book Awards

Newbery Medal Nominee

Coretta Scott King Award 
Nominee

CHAINS
The Seeds of America Trilogy (Book 1)

Laurie Halse Anderson
Anderson tells the story of Isabel, a young, orphaned slave whose 
promised freedom is ripped from her grasp when she and her sister are 
sold and shipped from their quiet farm life to New York City during the 
early days of the American Revolution.

978-1-4104-9917-2 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Historical Fiction | For Grades 5–9.

Scott O’Dell Historical Fiction 
Award Winner

National Book Award Finalist

Winner of Many State Best 
Book Awards

Honored for Realistic 
Portrayal of Slavery
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WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS
Wilson Rawls
For fans of Old Yeller and Shiloh, Where the Red Fern Grows is a beloved 
classic that captures the powerful bond between man and man’s best 
friend.

978-1-4328-3845-4 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
General Fiction | For Grades 5 and Up.

TUCK EVERLASTING
Natalie Babbitt
Doomed to ― or blessed with ― eternal life after drinking from a magic 
spring, the Tuck family wanders about trying to live as inconspicuously 
and comfortably as they can. When ten-year-old Winnie Foster stumbles 
on their secret, the Tucks take her home and explain why living forever at 
one age is less a blessing than it might seem.

978-1-4328-3842-3 | $22.99 U.S. | Available 3/8/17
Adventure | For Grades 3–8.

Winner of Many State Best 
Book Awards

New York Times Bestseller

PROGRAM 1 (T51) Use PROMO #L2788 
15% Discount and FREE shipping & handling.

Minimum of 25 titles per year. 

PROGRAM 2 (T52) Use PROMO #L2789F 
18% Discount and FREE shipping & handling.

Minimum of 48 titles per year. 

PROGRAM 3 (T53) Use PROMO #L2790 
20% Discount and FREE shipping & handling.

Minimum of 100 titles per year. 

To ensure proper discount, use the correct promo code when ordering. The Librarian’s Choice Program discounts  
cannot be combined with any other promotional discount. Discounts not available in Canada.

LIBRARIAN’S CHOICE PLANS
You choose the plan and you choose the titles!
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INSPIRATIONAL
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 8 hardcover titles each year for about $186.

ONCE WE WERE SISTERS
A MEMOIR
Sheila Kohler
“A beautiful and disturbing memoir of 
a beloved sister who died at the age 
of thirty-nine in circumstances that 
strongly suggest murder. . . . Highly 
recommended.” — Joyce Carol Oates

At thirty-seven, Sheila Kohler 
received the news that her sister 
Maxine, only two years older, was 

killed when her husband drove off a deserted road in 
Johannesburg. Stunned, she flew home determined to find 
answers. Flashing back to their storybook childhood at the 
family estate, Kohler evokes a bond between sisters that 
changes but never breaks.

978-1-4104-9844-1 n $32.99 U.S. 
Memoir n Releases 4/5/2017

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication 
with Random House’s 
Standard Print Edition

PRINCE CHARLES
THE PASSIONS AND PARADOXES 
OF AN IMPROBABLE LIFE
Sally Bedell Smith
SML
ML

 From the author of Elizabeth 
the Queen comes an illuminating 

and revelatory new biography of the man who has waited 
his whole life to be king. The first major biography of 
Prince Charles in over twenty years brings to life the 
real man, drawing on extensive access to his inner circle 
and filled with new insights into his family and his two 
marriages.

978-1-4104-9853-3 n $35.99 U.S. 
Biography n Releases 4/5/2017

THE MEANING 
OF MICHELLE
15 WRITERS ON THE ICONIC 
FIRST LADY AND HOW HER 
JOURNEY INSPIRES OUR OWN
Edited by Veronica Chambers
“A glorious tribute to an incredible 
woman.” — starred, Booklist

SML
ML

 While many books have 
looked at Michelle Obama from a 
style perspective, none has fully 

explored what she means to our culture. The Meaning 
of Michelle does just that, while offering a parting 
gift to a landmark moment in American history. It is 
also a rollicking, lively conversation about race, class, 
marriage, creativity, womanhood and what it means to 
be American today.

978-1-4104-9886-1 n $30.99 U.S. 
Inspirational n Releases 4/5/2017

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

  CBA Bestselling Author
Simultaneous Publication 
with Thomas Nelson’s 
Standard Print Edition

PEACE WITH GOD
THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS
Billy Graham
SML
ML

 Written in 1953, a time 
often remembered for its innocence and simplicity, Peace 
with God reminds readers that the stress and anxiety we 
face today are abiding aspects of the human condition, 
as challenging in the 21st century as they were in the 
Eisenhower era. As mankind cries out for guidance, for 
comfort . . . for peace, Dr. Graham shares God’s gentle, 
reassuring promise of spiritual calm.

978-1-4104-9825-0 n $30.99 U.S. 
Inspirational n Releases 4/5/2017

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

LIFESTYLE
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25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

LIFESTYLE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 16 hardcover titles each year for about $393.

HI, ANXIETY
LIFE WITH A BAD CASE 
OF NERVES
Kat Kinsman
“An insightful look at an often 
misunderstood disorder that doesn’t 
have an immediate cure, this book 
should appeal to anyone who has 
struggled with anxiety or loves 
someone who has.” — Library Journal

Feeling anxious? Can’t sleep 
because your brain won’t stop recycling thoughts? Unable 
to make a decision because you’re afraid to make the 
wrong one? You’re not alone. In a deeply personal, funny, 
and sometimes painful look at anxiety and its impact, 
writer and commentator Kat Kinsman tackles a difficult 
subject with amazing grace.

978-1-4104-9909-7 n $31.99 U.S. 
Nonfiction n Releases 4/19/2017

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

  USA Today 
Bestselling Author

AN IRISH COUNTRY 
COOKBOOK
Patrick Taylor
“Taylor is a bang-up storyteller who 
captivates and entertains from the 
first word.” — Publishers Weekly on 
An Irish Country Girl

SML
ML

 Told from the perspective of beloved housekeeper 
Kinky Kincaid, a starring character in Taylor’s cherished 
series, An Irish Country Cookbook explores Ireland’s rich 
culture through its comfort food and storytelling tradition. 
Over 140 authentic tried-and-true recipes and ten short 
stories set in the colorful village of Ballybucklebo will 
delight series fans and new readers alike.

978-1-4104-9894-6 n $32.99 U.S. 
Cookbook n Releases 4/19/2017

  International Bestseller

WALKING ON SUNSHINE
52 SMALL STEPS TO HAPPINESS
Rachel Kelly
“Small, simple steps to a happier life.” 
— Daily Mail (UK)

This compact, accessible, life-
changing book offers fifty-two 
tips and tools to increase your 
happiness year-round and help 

you manage the pressures of everyday life. Written in 
the candid, conversational style of a good friend and 
delightfully illustrated, Walking on Sunshine is a portable, 
supportive companion that will see you through your ups 
and downs.

978-1-4104-9896-0 n $31.99 U.S. 
Self-Help n Releases 4/19/2017

H  New York Times Bestseller

THE CASE 
AGAINST SUGAR
Gary Taubes
“Staggering . . . Taubes’s brilliant and 
accessible science writing has won 
him many fans.” — starred, Booklist

SML
ML

 This groundbreaking, 
eye-opening exposé makes the 
convincing case that sugar is 

the tobacco of the new millennium: backed by powerful 
lobbies, entrenched in our lives, and making us very sick. 
With his signature command of science and straight talk, 
Taubes provides the perspective needed to make informed 
decisions about sugar as individuals and as a society.

978-1-4104-9895-3 n $33.99 U.S. 
Nonfiction/Health n Releases 4/19/2017
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PERSPECTIVES: HISTORICAL FICTION AND BEYOND
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

SIRIUS
A NOVEL ABOUT THE LITTLE 
DOG WHO ALMOST CHANGED 
HISTORY
Jonathan Crown
“Crown’s charming tale is an odyssey 
in the vein of Black Beauty and Lassie, 
and will no doubt find plenty of fans 
among animal lovers.” — Booklist 

The highly original, tragicomic 
story of Sirius, an extraordinary 

dog who helps his Jewish family escape from Germany 
to California, becomes a Hollywood star, and ultimately 
contributes to Hitler’s downfall. With charisma, heart, 
and delightfully spry prose, Sirius is an enchanting fairy 
tale about love, humanity, and a momentous historical 
moment.

978-1-4104-9884-7 n $30.99 NCR
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Perspectives 2.

  Indie Next Pick

LEOPARD AT THE DOOR
Jennifer McVeigh
“Readers who want a story that keeps 
them on edge will enjoy this historical 
novel rich with emotional and 
sociopolitical drama.” 
— Kirkus Reviews

SML
ML

 After six years in England, 
Rachel returns to Kenya to find her 

beloved childhood home much changed. Her father’s new 
companion has taken over the household. The country’s 
political climate grows more unsettled by the day. As 
Rachel struggles to find her place, she initiates a covert 
relationship — one that will require a gross act of betrayal.

978-1-4104-9848-9 n $31.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Perspectives 1 & 2.

REVIEWERS’ CHOICE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

A WORD FOR LOVE
Emily Robbins
“With an impressive economy of 
words, Robbins, formerly a Fulbright 
Fellow in Syria, tells a story that 
proves that themes of love, loss, and 
freedom truly can transcend borders 
and time.” — starred, Booklist

This mesmerizing debut set in 
Syria on the cusp of unrest is the 
spare and exquisitely told story of 

a young American woman transformed by language, risk, 
war, and a startling new understanding of love. Robbins 
delivers a powerful novel that questions what it means to 
love from afar, to be an outsider within a love story, and to 
take someone else’s passion and cradle it until it becomes 
your own.

978-1-4104-9846-5 n $30.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017

I LIKED MY LIFE
Abby Fabiaschi
“Warm and hopeful, this marvelous 
debut stands next to novels from 
Catherine McKenzie and Carolyn 
Parkhurst.” — starred, Booklist

SML
ML

 Maddy is a devoted stay-
at-home wife and mother, the 
cornerstone of her family . . . until 
she commits suicide, leaving her 
husband, Brady, and teenager Eve 

heartbroken and reeling. How they can possibly continue 
without her? Maddy, however, isn’t ready to leave her 
family forever. Watching from beyond, she tries to find the 
perfect replacement for herself.

978-1-4104-9847-2 n $31.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017

GENRE VALUE
20% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $950.
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GENRE VALUE
20% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $950.

New York Times Bestselling Author
EARTHLY REMAINS

A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery

Donna Leon
978-1-4104-9786-4 n $34.99 U.S.

Mystery n Mystery
page 21

New York Times Bestseller
BOUND TOGETHER

A Sea Haven Novel

Christine Feehan
978-1-4104-9644-7 n $33.99 U.S.

Romance n Romance

SML
MLpage 28

Award–winning Author 
Bestselling Author

THE KID
Ron Hansen

978-1-4104-9828-1 n $31.99 U.S.
Western n Western

National Bestselling Author
PLAID AND PLAGIARISM

The Highland Bookshop Mystery Series

Molly MacRae
978-1-4104-9767-3 n $30.99 U.S.

Mystery n Mystery
Mystery Sampler 2 & 3

page 21

THE TROPHY CHILD
Paula Daly

978-1-4104-9796-3 n $30.99 NCR
Thriller n Thriller

Mystery Sampler 2 & 3
page 22

National Bestselling Author
SEAMS LIKE MURDER

A Crochet Mystery

Betty Hechtman
978-1-4104-9584-6 n $26.99 U.S.

Cozy Mystery n Wheeler Cozy Mystery
Softcover n Mystery Sampler 3

page 30

MYSTERY SAMPLER
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $846.
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I  New York Times Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication with  
Berkley’s Standard Print Edition

THE LAST CHANCE OLIVE RANCH
A China Bayles Mystery

Susan Wittig Albert
“Albert’s dialogue and characterizations put her in a class with lady sleuths 
V. I. Warshawski and Stephanie Plum.” — Publishers Weekly

SML
ML

 China Bayles fears for her husband’s life. Max Mantel, a killer McQuaid 
put away years ago, busted out of prison and is headed for Pecan Springs. 
McQuaid only knows one way to stop him — a trap with himself as bait. He 
insists that China go to the Last Chance Olive Ranch, where she’s agreed to 
teach a workshop. But McQuaid’s plan backfires when Mantel executes a 
countermove he never saw coming.

978-1-4104-9681-2 n $34.99 U.S. 
Mystery n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Mystery 2, 3, 5 & 6.

ANTIQUES FATE
A Trash ’n’ Treasures Mystery

Barbara Allan
“Brandy and Vivian are engaging, 
well-drawn characters, and their 
first-person narration is fun to read. 
Quirky secondary characters add to 
the appeal of this humorous cozy 
mystery.” 
— Booklist on Antiques Swap

Brandy Borne’s exceedingly 
eccentric mother, Vivian, has been invited to perform 
her one-woman interpretation of Macbeth at the hamlet 
of Old York’s annual fête. Brandy and shih tzu Sushi tag 
along with the scene-stealing septuagenarian. But when 
an unscripted death occurs onstage, Brandy and Vivian 
are entangled in a progressively perilous murder plot.

978-1-4104-9764-2 n $30.99 U.S. 
Mystery n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Mystery 5 & 6.

Winner of the CWA John 
Creasey New Blood Dagger, 
an MWA Edgar Scroll, the CWA 
Ellis Peters Historical Award 
(three times) and the CWA’s 
prestigious Diamond Dagger

Simultaneous Publication 
with Harper UK’s  
Standard Print Edition

THE ASHES OF LONDON
Andrew Taylor

“The Ashes of London presents a breathtakingly ambitious 
picture of an era. . . . The multiple narrative strands are drawn 
together in a brilliantly orchestrated finale.” 
— Financial Times (London)

SML
ML

 London, September 1666. The Great Fire rages. 
Among the crowds watching as flames reduce St. Paul’s 
Cathedral to ruins is Richard Marwood, son of a disgraced 
printer and reluctant government informer. When a 
semi-mummified body is discovered in the ashes in what 
should have been an empty tomb, Marwood is tasked with 
hunting a killer across the devastated city. 

978-1-4104-9829-8 n $32.99 U.S. 
Historical Mystery n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Mystery 3, 5 & 6.

MYSTERY
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,745.

MYSTERY
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I  New York Times Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication with  
Grove Atlantic’s Standard Print Edition

EARTHLY REMAINS
A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery

Donna Leon
“Few detective writers create so vivid, inclusive, and convincing a narrative as 
Donna Leon . . . One of the most exquisite and subtle detective series ever.” 
— Washington Post

In the 26th mystery in Donna Leon’s bestselling series set in Venice, 
Commissario Guido Brunetti’s endurance is tested. During his interrogation 
of an arrogant man suspected of causing a young girl’s death, Brunetti does 
something rash and realizes he needs a break. His wife, Paola, ships him off to 
a wealthy relative’s villa — where he is soon drawn into an investigation.

978-1-4104-9786-4 n $34.99 U.S. 
Mystery n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Mystery 2, 3, 5 & 6.

DEATH & THE 
GRAVEDIGGER’S ANGEL
An Auction Block Mystery

Loretta Ross
“Ross’s sleuthing pair again faces 
a present-day murder steeped in 
historical detail.” — Kirkus Reviews

Former army medic Tony Dozier 
is charged with the premeditated 
murder of a member of the hate 
group that disrupted his wife’s 

funeral. The defense is temporary insanity. Ex-marine 
Death Bogart and auctioneer Wren Morgan think there’s 
more to the story. Led to the abandoned Hadleigh House, 
Death finds a set of truths that will change — or end — 
their lives.

978-1-4104-9765-9 n $30.99 U.S. 
Mystery n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Mystery 6.

PLAID AND PLAGIARISM
The Highland Bookshop Mystery 
Series

Molly MacRae
“[A] charming series debut . . . 
It will be fun to see what these 
independent, resourceful, and likable 
women do next.” 
— Publishers Weekly

A murder in a garden turns the 
four new owners of Yon Bonnie 

Books into amateur detectives in a captivating new 
cozy mystery novel from Molly MacRae. A delightful and 
deadly new novel about recognizing one’s strengths and 
weaknesses — while also trying to open a new book shop 
— Plaid and Plagiarism is the start of an entertaining new 
Scottish mystery series.

978-1-4104-9767-3 n $30.99 U.S. 
Mystery n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Mystery 5 & 6.

MYSTERY
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,745.
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All prices are in U.S. dollars. Special offers and discounts are available in the U.S. only.

THRILLER
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

Releasing March 2017
 Sherlock Award–winning Author
 #1 International Bestselling Author

RUSH OF BLOOD
Mark Billingham
“[Billingham] provides a stand-alone that’s both creepy and shocking as he probes a 
friendship with complexities even the friends can’t fathom.” — Kirkus Reviews

Three British couples become friends around the pool on a Florida holiday. 
On their last day, tragedy strikes: a teenage girl goes missing, and her body is 
found floating in the mangroves. When the shocked couples return to the U.K., 
they remain in contact. Then a girl goes missing in Kent, not far from where 
any of the couples lives . . .

978-1-4104-9795-6 n $30.99
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 3/8/2017

THE TROPHY CHILD
Paula Daly
“Daly, a master of psychological 
thrillers, has written another gem. 
Thriller and suspense lovers will 
delight in this fast-paced novel 
with its twists and turns.” 
— starred, Library Journal

In her unsettling new domestic 
thriller, Paula Daly digs beneath 
the serene surface of the idyllic 

suburban Lake District community, where families strive 
for perfection. A tale of ambition and murder in Daly’s 
richly imagined world, this is an absorbing page-turner 
about the illusions of perfection and the power games 
between husband and wife, parent and child.

978-1-4104-9796-3 n $30.99 NCR
Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017

KILL THE FATHER
Sandrone Dazieri
“Outstanding . . . [an] unrelenting, 
adrenaline-fueled novel, with a 
final twist serving as a setup for a 
sequel. Don’t be surprised if Kill the 
Father becomes the next Big Thing in 
international crime fiction.” 
— starred, Booklist

SML
ML

 In this fascinatingly 
complex thriller, two people, 

each shattered by their past, team up to solve a series of 
killings and abductions — a ruthlessly planned escalation 
that turns out to be merely the visible surface. Following 
an ever-more-bizarre trail of clues, they grasp that what’s 
really going on is darker than they ever imagined.

978-1-4104-9907-3 n $31.99 U.S. 
Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017

CHRISTIAN MYSTERY
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25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $567.

CHRISTIAN SELECT
NEW! 25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,440.

New York Times 
Bestselling Author

THE EBB TIDE
Beverly Lewis

978-1-4104-9704-8 
$33.99 U.S.

Amish Fiction
Christian Select 3, 4 & 5 

SML
MLpage 24

CBA Bestselling Author

ALWAYS CLOSE 
TO HOME

The St. Lawrence County 
Amish • Book 3

Jerry S. Eicher
978-1-4104-9832-8 

$31.99 U.S.
Amish Fiction

Christian Select 3, 4 & 5 
page 25

INVITATION
Harbingers • Book 1

Bill Myers, Frank Peretti, 
Angela Hunt, and 

Alton Gansky
978-1-4104-9893-9 

$30.99 U.S.
Christian Mystery

Christian Select 4 & 5 
below

CBA Bestselling Author

THE ILLUSIONIST’S 
APPRENTICE

Kristy Cambron
978-1-4104-9890-8 

$30.99 U.S.
Christian Historical Fiction

Christian Select 5 
page 26

CHRISTIAN MYSTERY
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 hardcover titles each year for about $549.

  CBA Bestselling Author
  Award-winning Author

DESERT SECRETS
Lisa Harris
“This is exactly the kind of suspense 
novel that readers are looking for.” 
— RT Book Reviews on 
Top Pick Vendetta

When aid worker Lexi Shannon is 
abducted at gunpoint in Mali, she 

quickly learns her kidnappers are really after her brother 
and the money he’s stolen. Landing at the secluded desert 
compound, ex-military pilot Colton Landry’s mission is 
to rescue his brother-in-law. But after discovering the 
kidnappers also have Lexi, he’s not leaving her behind.

978-1-4104-9892-2 n $29.99 U.S. 
Christian Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017

Simultaneous Publication 
with Bethany’s 
Standard Print Edition

INVITATION
Harbingers • Book 1

Bill Myers, Frank Peretti, 
Angela Hunt, and Alton Gansky 
In “The Call” by Bill Myers, four 
strangers are drawn together to 
help a student at the mysterious 
Institute for Advanced Psychic 

Studies. Frank Peretti’s “The Haunted” is a supernatural 
murder mystery, while in Angela Hunt’s “The Sentinels” 
animals around the world are mysteriously dying. And “The 
Girl” by Alton Gansky is a gripping tale of a young barefoot 
girl found holding a scroll in the snowy Oregon mountains.

978-1-4104-9893-9 n $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017
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All prices are in U.S. dollars. Special offers and discounts are available in the U.S. only.

I  New York Times Bestselling Author
  #1 CBA Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication with  
Bethany’s Standard Print Edition

THE EBB TIDE
Beverly Lewis
“With graceful style and attention to detail, Lewis once again crafts an easy read for 
first-timers and a certain favorite for her faithful fans.” 
— Publishers Weekly on The Wish

SML
ML

 Sallie Riehl is thrilled at an unexpected summer opportunity to nanny 
in Cape May for a well-to-do family. It means forgoing baptism another year 
and leaving behind a would-be beau, yet the weeks in Cape May soon prove 
unforgettable as Sallie meets a young Mennonite man whose friendship she 
quickly begins to cherish. Has she been too hasty with her promises?

978-1-4104-9704-8 n $33.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

  CBA Bestselling Author
  Carol Award–winning 

Author

THE SISTERS OF 
SUGARCREEK
Cathy Liggett
“The small-town charm and 
interconnectedness, fastened with 
knitting, quilting, and crafting, make 
this an ideal feel-good read. Liggett 

writes with loveliness and uplift and is a refreshing breath of 
wholesome goodness.” — starred, Booklist

Many lives changed the day a fire burned down Faith 
Community Church, devastating the small town of 
Sugarcreek, Ohio. When young Amish widow, a single mom 
and a bereaved friend cross paths, they form an unlikely 
friendship in the aftermath of tragedy. And they begin to 
discover that with friends by your side, a stitch of hope can 
be found anywhere.

978-1-4104-9824-3 n $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Christian Fiction 4.

  CBA Bestselling Author
Simultaneous Publication 
with Bethany’s 
Standard Print Edition

THE CHAPEL CAR BRIDE
Judith Miller
“Delightful and entertaining . . . Miller 
creates characters that are engaging 
and places them in a setting that 
brings readers to the heart of human 
emotions.” — RT Book Reviews on 
The Carousel Painter

Hope Irvine sees a world full of good people in hard places. 
When her father becomes an on-the-rail missionary 
traveling in a chapel car, she joins him and uses her 
musical skills to serve the mining families of West Virginia. 
When she begins to travel with a mine manager to 
neighboring counties, miner Luke Hughes suspects the 
missions of mercy are not what they seem.

978-1-4104-9823-6 n $31.99 U.S. 
Christian Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Christian Fiction 3 & 4.

CHRISTIAN FICTION
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,173.
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25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,173.

CHRISTIAN ROMANCE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $828.

  CBA Bestselling Author

ALWAYS CLOSE TO HOME
The St. Lawrence County Amish • Book 3

Jerry S. Eicher
“Eicher gives readers strong yet faithful characters in Lydia and Laura, as well as 
Teacher Nancy, who fight to have control over their futures.” 
— RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

Twins Laura and Lydia Mast have few secrets, but Laura doesn’t sense Lydia’s 
heartache since Laura started dating John Yoder. Lydia’s attention is fixed on 
Milton Beiler, who’s on rumspringa and conflicted about joining the church. 
Meanwhile, Laura’s world turns upside down when a tragic accident threatens 
her dreams of becoming John’s frau.

978-1-4104-9832-8 n $31.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

  CBA Bestselling Author
  Christy Award–winning 

Author

REDEEMED HEARTS
Rainbow Falls • Book 3

Susan Anne Mason
“A skillful mix of tense family drama, 
historical romance, and memorable 
characters that will stay with readers.” 
— Library Journal on A Worthy Heart

Chloe Martin returns to her hometown steeped in guilt 
over a relationship with a married man. She never expects 
to be neighbors with her former crush. Vice principal 
Aidan North wants to ignore the captivating Chloe, but he 
needs her energy and enthusiasm to make his youth center 
a success. Can Aidan forgive Chloe’s transgressions and 
trust her with his heart?

978-1-4104-9834-2 n $29.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Christian Romance 3.

PAWS FOR LOVE
A NOVEL FOR DOG LOVERS
Love Unleashed • Book 3

Dana Mentink
“Mentink’s latest is the kind of 
heartfelt story readers love. . . . Paws 
for Love is a fun and refreshing story 
about overcoming obstacles of all 
forms, and letting love be the guiding 
force.” — RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

There’s no quiet on the set when 
over-the-hill screen star Lawrence Tucker brings his 
naughty terrier, Jellybean, on location to Albatross, 
California. Now Tucker’s violin tutor, painfully shy 
Misty Agnelli, must deal with the unstable Tucker, 
temperamental Jellybean, and her budding feelings for the 
mysterious handsome chocolatier whose shop she chased 
Jellybean into.

978-1-4104-9833-5 n $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance n Releases 4/5/2017
Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.



Call 1.800.223.1244 Ext 4  n  Fax 1.800.558.467626

All prices are in U.S. dollars. Special offers and discounts are available in the U.S. only.

  CBA Bestselling Author
  Award–winning Author

THE ILLUSIONIST’S APPRENTICE
Kristy Cambron
“Cambron’s lithe prose pulls together past and present and her attention to historical 
detail grounds the narrative to the last breathtaking moments.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Harry Houdini’s one-time apprentice, Jenny “Wren” Lockhart, holds fantastic 
secrets about the greatest illusionist in the world. But someone wants to 
claim them . . . or silence her before she can reveal them. Set in the Jazz Age’s 
vaudeville era, The Illusionist’s Apprentice is a journey through love and loss and 
the underpinnings of faith on each life’s stage.

978-1-4104-9890-8 n $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Christian Historical Fiction 2 & 3.

  CBA Bestselling Author

REDEEMING GRACE
Ruth’s Story
Daughters of the Promised Land 
Book 3

Jill Eileen Smith
“Impeccable research and vivid prose.” 
— Library Journal on 
Daughters of the Promised Land

When famine visits Bethlehem, 
some hope for rain while Naomi and her family journey 
to Moab. There it appears the Lord is blessing them, until 
calamities strike one after another. Alone in a foreign land 
with her widowed daughters-in-law, Naomi is determined 
to return to Bethlehem alone. But her daughter-in-law, 
Ruth, refuses to leave her side.

978-1-4104-9889-2 n $29.99 U.S. 
Christian Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Christian Historical Fiction 3.

THE LOST HEIRESS
Ladies of the Manor • Book 1

Roseanna M. White
“Set in 1910, White’s historical series 
debut provides all the romance and 
intrigue that her fans have come 
to love. . . . The Edwardian period 
depicted is certain to draw in 
Downton Abbey fans.” 
— Library Journal

Brook Eden has never known 
where she truly belongs. Raised in the palace of Monaco, 
she’s British by birth and was brought as a babe to the 
Grimaldis under suspicious circumstances. When her 
friend discovers that Brook is likely a missing Yorkshire 
heiress, she leaves the sunny Mediterranean for the North 
Sea moors and Whitby Park, the estate of her supposed 
family.

978-1-4104-9891-5 n $29.99 U.S. 
Christian Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Christian Historical Fiction 2 & 3.

CHRISTIAN HISTORICAL FICTION
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $819.
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25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $819.

CLEAN READS
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $837.

I  New York Times Bestselling Author

LOVER’S LANE
Jill Marie Landis
“Heart-touching and impossible to put down. . . . the pacing and plot are dead on, and 
consequently this love story is a joy to read.” — Booklist 

For six years, Carly Nolan has built a secretive life for herself and her son. 
Nobody suspects Carly is running from the memory of her fiancé’s tragic death 
— and from his rich, powerful parents, who want to take her child. Until now. 
PI Jake Montgomery has searched for “Caroline Graham” since she disappeared 
with his best friend’s baby. All he wants is answers . . .

978-1-4104-9887-8 n $30.99 U.S. 
Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Clean Reads 2 & 3.

  CBA Bestselling Author

MAYBE IT’S YOU
Crisis Team • Book 3

Candace Calvert
“Calvert’s third Crisis Team novel 
is definitely romantic, but also has 
elements of action and suspense.” 
— RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

ER nurse Sloane Ferrell escaped 
her past. She’s safe, if she avoids 

a paper trail and doesn’t let people get too close. Micah 
Prescott’s job is to improve Hope Hospital’s image, but 
his role as a volunteer crisis responder helps fill a void left 
by family tragedy. So does a tentative new relationship 
with Sloane Ferrell. Until a string of crimes exposes 
Sloane’s past.

978-1-4104-9888-5 n $30.99 U.S. 
Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Clean Reads 3.

CELIA’S HOUSE
D. E. Stevenson
“There’s a sustained, benevolent 
feeling still.” 
— Kirkus Reviews on Summerhills

Celia Dunne knows that changing 
her will to leave Dunnian to her 
grand-nephew will ruffle family 
feathers. She also knows that the 
grand family estate has stood 
empty far too long, and intends 

for that to change after she’s gone. Following the Dunnes 
through youthful antics, merry parties, heartbreaks, love, 
and marriages, Celia’s House is an enchanting family novel 
that begs to be read over and over again.

978-1-4104-9597-6 n $30.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Clean Reads 2 & 3.
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ROMANCE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,170.

  USA Today 
Bestselling Author

THE TROUBLE 
WITH DUKES
The Windham Brides

Grace Burrowes
“Engaging, sensual . . . Gorgeously 
written and thoroughly delightful, this 
is a wonderful start to a new (but in 
some ways, continuing) series.” 
— Library Journal

The gossips whisper that the new Duke of Murdoch is a 
brute, a murderer, and worse — a Scot. Megan Windham 
sees something different, someone different. No one was 
fiercer at war than Hamish MacHugh, but this is a whole 
new battlefield: a London Season. To make his sisters 
happy, he’ll take on any challenge — even letting Miss 
Windham teach him to waltz.

978-1-4104-9852-6 n $31.99 U.S. 
Regency Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Romance 4.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

DROWNING TIDES
A South Shores Novel

Karen Harper
“Harper writes a suspenseful 
follow-up to her South Shores series, 
with a cliffhanger full of international 
implications.” 
— RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

When forensic psychologist Claire Britten started working 
with lawyer Nick Markwood on his South Shores project, 
she had no idea it would endanger her life — and the life 
of her daughter. But when the little girl goes missing from 
her South Florida home and Nick insists his longtime 
nemesis is to blame, Claire frantically follows the trail to 
the Cayman Islands, desperate to save her daughter before 
it’s too late.

978-1-4104-9650-8 n $32.99 U.S. 
Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

ACCIDENTALLY 
ON PURPOSE
A Heartbreaker Bay Novel

Jill Shalvis
“The whole package-the glamorous 
big city locale, the appealing 
secondary characters, and that Shalvis 
magic with snappy dialogue 

— portends a dynamite series.” — starred, Publishers Weekly 

Elle Wheaton’s priorities: friends, career, and kick-ass shoes. 
And security expert Archer Hunt. No point in telling him 
that. Elle will see other men until she gets over Archer, which 
should only take a lifetime. Archer’s wanted the best for Elle 
ever since he saved her. Their chemistry could start a San 
Francisco earthquake, but Archer won’t risk the damage. He’ll 
just watch her go out with guys who aren’t him.

978-1-4104-9713-0 n $31.99 U.S. 
Contemporary Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Romance 3 & 4.

Final Book in the 
#1 Bestselling Series 

H  New York Times Bestseller
Simultaneous Publication 
with Berkley’s 
Standard Print Edition

BOUND TOGETHER
A Sea Haven Novel

Christine Feehan
“The fiery combination of Prakenskii 

brothers and elemental sisters has made this series one that 
never disappoints. Pure Feehan magic!” — RT Book Reviews

SML
ML

 For five years, Viktor Prakenskii put his life on hold 
to take down the world’s most feared motorcycle club 
from inside. But the club’s insane violence and exploitation 
of the innocent have brought his traumatic past roaring 
back. And there’s only one cure: the wife he left behind. 
The Sea Haven series comes to a climactic end as the man 
from Blythe Daniels’ past re-enters her life.

978-1-4104-9644-7 n $33.99 U.S. 
Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.
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25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,170.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $864.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

THE BANKS SISTERS III
Nikki Turner
The Banks sisters are no different 
from any other family in the city 
of Richmond — other than the 
fact that they are rotten to the 
core. Sure, the girls are bonded by 
DNA, but they’re also tied together 
by their past of bank robbery, 

extortion, drug dealing, and even cold-blooded murder. 
But at the end of the day, it is every sister for herself. 
Sisterly love be damned; this is survival!

978-1-4104-9778-9 n $30.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in African-American 3.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication 
with Dafina’s 
Standard Print Edition

NEVER TRUST 
A STRANGER
The Lonely Heart, Deadly Heart Series

Mary Monroe
“Engaging, provocative, disconcerting 

and shocking . . .” — RT Book Reviews on Every Woman’s Dream

SML
ML

 Best friends Lola Poole and Joan Proctor-Riley find 
the escape they’ve longed for by online-dating no-strings-
attached lovers. The hotter their secret activities get, the 
more reckless they become. Rugged trucker Calvin Ramsey 
is kind and responsible, and delivers sexual healing like 
Lola has never known. What Lola doesn’t know is that 
Calvin loves women to death.

978-1-4104-9777-2 n $30.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in African-American 2 & 3.

THE INHERITANCE
The Innkeepers Series

Rochelle Alers
“A page-turner with a very satisfying 
conclusion.” 
— RT Book Reviews on Secret Vows

After her Manhattan company 
abruptly lays off its staff, corporate 
attorney Hannah DuPont-Lowell 
tries to figure out her next move 
on the porch of her family’s 

plantation-style home New Orleans. The home is far 
more than widowed Hannah needs. Still, it could make a 
wonderful inn — especially if she can convince her friends 
and former coworkers to join in the venture.

978-1-4104-9921-9 n $31.99 U.S. 
African American n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in African-American 2 & 3.

I  New York Times 
Bestselling Author

Simultaneous Publication 
with Dutton’s 
Standard Print Edition

FINDING GIDEON
Eric Jerome Dickey
“If I wore a hat, I would take it off for 
Eric Jerome Dickey . . . He uses the 
power of dialogue to give us greater 
shades of a character’s motivation.” 
— Essence on One Night

SML
ML

 As a career hit man, money, women, and danger have 
always ruled Gideon’s life; but for the first time, it’s taking 
its toll. He’s about to launch his biggest act of revenge yet . 
. . one he believes will destroy his adversary, Midnight. Yet 
Midnight is launching their own revenge, assembling a team 
of mercenaries the likes of which the world has never seen.

978-1-4104-9771-0 n $32.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in African-American 2 & 3.
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WHEELER COZY MYSTERY
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 softcover titles each year for about $972.

FACIALS CAN BE FATAL
A Bad Hair Day Mystery

Nancy J. Cohen
“This is a good addition to Cohen’s 
long-running series. The heroine is in 
fine form . . .” 
— RT Book Reviews (4 stars) 
on Peril by Ponytail

The last thing Marla Vail needs is 
a dead body at her new day spa. 
Valerie Weston was a major donor 

for Friends of Old Florida, a historic building preservation 
society. Marla’s stylists are scheduled to work at their 
upcoming gala fashion show, but Val’s demise might put 
a crimp in those plans. Hoping to salvage her reputation, 
Marla sets out to track down the suspects . . .

978-1-4328-3793-8 n $26.99 U.S. 
Cozy Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Wheeler Cozy Mystery 4.

SEAMS LIKE MURDER
A Crochet Mystery

Betty Hechtman
“Crochet fans will love the patterns 
in the back, and others will enjoy 
unraveling the knots leading to the 
killer.” — Publishers Weekly

Knitting and crocheting books are 
selling like crazy at Molly Pink’s 
bookstore, so she sets up classes 
taught by the Tarzana Hookers. 

But Sheila, who’s doing the most popular seminar, has a 
massive case of stage fright. The Hookers plan a practice 
class at crocheter CeeCee’s mansion — until they find a 
dead body in the apartment above the garage. If Molly 
can’t unravel the clues, school might be out forever.

978-1-4104-9584-6 n $26.99 U.S. 
Cozy Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Wheeler Cozy Mystery 3 & 4.

THE MADNESS 
OF MERCURY
A Zodiac Mystery

Connie di Marco
“Di Marco’s series starter features 
a clever plot and smart and feisty 
heroine with feet firmly planted on the 
ground while she searches the stars.” 
— Library Journal

San Francisco astrologer Julia 
Bonatti’s life turns upside down 

when she’s targeted by Reverend Roy, cult leader of the 
Prophet’s Tabernacle. Driven out of her apartment in a 
disastrous Mercury retrograde period, she stays with a 
client who’s caring for two elderly aunts. When a long-lost 
nephew arrives, Julia recalls that Mercury, messenger of 
the gods, was also a trickster and a liar.

978-1-4104-9798-7 n $26.99 U.S. 
Cozy Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Wheeler Cozy Mystery 3 & 4.

  National Bestselling Series

THE CAKES OF 
MONTE CRISTO
A Piece of Cake Mystery

Jacklyn Brady
“Delicious from start to finish.” 
— Suspense Magazine

Rita Lucero, co-owner of New 
Orleans’ Zydeco Cakes, is thrilled 
to be catering an annual ball at the 

Monte Cristo Hotel. Designing the high-end desserts is her 
priority — until she stumbles upon a mystery at her shop. 
It’s an ornate ruby necklace, hidden beneath her staircase 
and said to be cursed. After the appraiser drops dead and 
Rita is targeted by a menacing stranger, she’s no longer 
laughing at local superstition.

978-1-4104-9585-3 n $26.99 U.S. 
Cozy Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017
Available in Wheeler Cozy Mystery 3 & 4.
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WHEELER COZY MYSTERY HARLEQUIN ROMANCE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,305.

Our Silhouette Romance and Harlequin Romance Standing Orders are offered through an exclusive arrangement with other 
large print publishers to provide our customers the convenience of ordering large print titles from one source.

THE DESERT KING’S SECRET HEIR
Annie West

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07081-1 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon
Available in Harlequin 3 & 5.

MARRIED FOR THE SHEIKH’S DUTY
Tara Pammi

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07082-8 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon
Available in Harlequin 3 & 5.

WINTER WEDDING 
FOR THE PRINCE
Barbara Wallace

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07083-5 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon
Available in Harlequin 3 & 5.

A ROYAL VOW OF CONVENIENCE
Sharon Kendrick

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07080-4 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon
Available in Harlequin 5.

THE GUARDIAN’S VIRGIN WARD
Caitlin Crews

Hardcover n  978-0-07079-8 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon
Available in Harlequin 5.

SILHOUETTE ROMANCE
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 36 hardcover titles each year for about $783.

A BABY FOR THE DEPUTY
Cathy McDavid

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07181-8 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon n  Special Edition

SEDUCE ME, COWBOY
Maisey Yates

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07206-8 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon n  Desire

THE MISSING MCCULLEN
Rita Herron

Hardcover n  978-0-263-07230-3 n  $28.99 U.S.
Romance n  Releases 4/15/2017
Mills & Boon n  Intrigue
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DISTRIBUTION
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 208 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $4,146.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

THE FIX
David Baldacci

Hardcover n 978-1-4555-7115-4 n $31.00 U.S.
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

THE BLACK BOOK
James Patterson and David Ellis

Hardcover n 978-0-316-46416-1 n $30.00 U.S.
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

THE HORSE DANCER
JoJo Moyes

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5609-3 n $18.00 U.S.
Women’s Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

FALLOUT
A V. I. Warshawski Novel

Sara Paretsky

Softcover n 978-0-06-264416-9 n $27.99 U.S.
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

THE BURIAL HOUR
A Lincoln Rhyme Novel

Jeffery Deaver

Hardcover n 978-1-4555-7117-8 n $30.00 U.S.
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

MISSISSIPPI BLOOD 
Natchez Burning Trilogy • Book 3

Greg Iles

Softcover n 978-0-06-264400-8 n $28.99 U.S.
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

MY ITALIAN BULLDOZER 
Alexander McCall Smith

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5188-3 n $28.00 U.S.
General Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution 7 & Deluxe.

THE 1997 MASTERS
MY STORY
Tiger Woods with Lorne Rubenstein

Hardcover n 978-1-5387-4397-3 n $32.00 U.S.
Autobiography n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

WAR CRY
A Courtney Family Novel

Wilbur Smith

Softcover n 978-0-06-264417-6 n $28.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

THE GATEKEEPERS
HOW THE WHITE HOUSE CHIEFS OF STAFF 
DEFINE EVERY PRESIDENCY
Chris Whipple

Softcover n 978-1-5247-3629-3 n $30.00 U.S.
Political n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

PHENOMENA
THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE U.S. 
GOVERNMENT’S INVESTIGATIONS INTO 
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION AND 
PSYCHOKINESIS
Annie Jacobsen

Hardcover n 978-0-316-39680-6 n $30.00 U.S.
Nonfiction/History n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

NEVERTHELESS 
A MEMOIR
Alec Baldwin

Softcover n 978-0-06-249693-5 n $28.99 U.S.
Memoir n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

DISTRIBUTION
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DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION
25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 208 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $4,146.25% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 208 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $4,146.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

KILLERS OF THE 
FLOWER MOON
THE OSAGE MURDERS AND 
THE BIRTH OF THE FBI
David Grann

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5593-5 n $31.00 U.S.
True Crime n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

TWO FROM THE HEART
James Patterson

Hardcover n 978-0-316-46892-3 n $29.00 U.S.
General Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

PRUSSIAN BLUE
A Bernie Gunther Novel

Philip Kerr

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5615-4 n $29.00 U.S.
Mystery/Thriller n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

STRANGE THE DREAMER 
Laini Taylor

Hardcover n 978-0-316-46427-7 n $20.99 U.S.
Young Adult Fantasy n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

IT’S IN HIS KISS 
Bridgertons Series • Book 6

Julia Quinn

Softcover n 978-0-06-264437-4 n $19.99 U.S.
Historical Romance n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
MY LIFE WITH PRINCE
Mayte Garcia

Hardcover n 978-0-316-50880-3 n $29.00 U.S.
Biography n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

THE NIGHT THE LIGHTS 
WENT OUT 
Karen White

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5606-2 n $28.00 U.S.
Women’s Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

AN AMERICAN SICKNESS
HOW HEALTHCARE BECAME BIG BUSINESS 
AND HOW YOU CAN TAKE IT BACK
Elisabeth Rosenthal

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5620-8 n $30.00 U.S.
Nonfiction n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

SONG OF THE LION 
A Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito Novel

Anne Hillerman

Softcover n 978-0-06-264427-5 n $27.99 U.S.
Mystery n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

Award-winning Author

THE WOMEN IN THE CASTLE
Jessica Shattuck

Softcover n 978-0-06-264419-0 n $26.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017
HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

20 WAYS TO MAKE 
EVERY DAY BETTER
SIMPLE, PRACTICAL CHANGES 
WITH REAL RESULTS
Joyce Meyer

Hardcover n 978-1-4555-6003-5 n $24.00 U.S.
Inspirational n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

I AM NUMBER 8
OVERLOOKED AND UNDERVALUED, 
BUT NOT FORGOTTEN BY GOD
John W. Gray, III

Hardcover n 978-1-4555-7116-1 n $24.00 U.S.
Inspirational n Releases 4/19/2017
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

#1 New York Times Bestselling Author

YOU ARE A BADASS 
AT MAKING MONEY
MASTER THE MINDSET OF WEALTH
Jen Sincero

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5635-2 n $22.00 U.S.
Self-Help n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

New York Times Bestselling Author

HALLELUJAH ANYWAY
REDISCOVERING MERCY
Anne Lamott

Softcover n 978-1-5247-5616-1 n $22.00 U.S.
Inspirational n Releases 4/19/2017
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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SUPERIOR COLLECTION

LARGE PRINT
Kennebec

40% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 24 softcover titles each year for about $389.

Now a Major Motion Picture

  Longlisted for the Baileys Women’s Prize for Fiction

THEIR FINEST
Lissa Evans
“Evans displays a fine eye for detail and for the absurdities involved in filming. . . . 
This funny, heart-warming and beautifully crafted novel is a must-read.”  
— Daily Mail (London)

It’s 1940. France has fallen, and only a narrow strip of sea lies between Great 
Britain and invasion. Young copywriter Catrin Cole is drafted by the Ministry 
of Information to “write women” into propaganda films. Their latest is a 
heartwarming tale of bravery at Dunkirk. And since the war has stripped the 
industry of its brightest and best, it’s left to the utterly unsuitable to unite for 
King and Country.

978-1-4104-9885-4 n $26.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017

LOVERS AND NEWCOMERS
Rosie Thomas
“An engaging, emotionally rich story of best friends reconciling the past while  
the present marches irrevocably forward and of an unexpected shape of family.”  
— Booklist 

Miranda Meadowe decides a lonely widowhood is not for her and invites five 
of her oldest friends to come and join her to live and stave off old age. To begin 
with, the omens are good. They laugh, dance, drink and behave badly. But as old 
attractions resurface alongside new tensions, they discover that the clock can’t 
be put back.

978-1-4104-9849-6 n $26.99 U.S. 
General Fiction n Releases 4/19/2017

PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS
40% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 softcover titles each year for about $481.
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PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS
40% Standing Order Discount & Free Shipping! 48 softcover titles each year for about $481.

H  #1 New York Times Bestseller

END OF WATCH
The Bill Hodges Trilogy • Book 3

Stephen King 
In the sublimely terrifying 
conclusion to the bestselling trilogy 
that began with Mr. Mercedes 
(winner of the Edgar Award) and 
Finders Keepers, the diabolical 
“Mercedes Killer” is driving his 
enemies to suicide . . . and if Bill 

Hodges and Holly Gibney can’t stop him, they’ll be next.

978-1-59413-973-4 n $14.99 U.S.
Thriller n Releases 4/12/2017
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

H  New York Times Bestseller

BECOMING GRANDMA
THE JOYS AND SCIENCE OF THE 
NEW GRANDPARENTING 
Lesley Stahl 
After four decades as a reporter, 
Lesley Stahl says the most vivid and 
transforming experience of her life 
was becoming a grandmother. She 
was hit with a jolt of joy so intense 
and unexpected, she wanted to 

“investigate” it. And so, using her 60 Minutes skills, she 
explores how grandmothering changes a woman’s life.

978-1-4328-3779-2 n $16.00 U.S.
Biography/Memoir n Releases 4/12/2017
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 4.

H  New York Times Bestseller

FIRST COMES LOVE
Emily Giffin
“Moving and complex . . .” — Booklist

Growing up, Josie and Meredith 
Garland shared a loving, 
if sometimes contentious, 
relationship. When tragedy 
strikes, their delicate bond 
splinters. Fifteen years later, as the 

anniversary of their tragedy looms, they must confront the 
issues that divide them and come to terms with their own 
choices. Both sisters discover that in the search for true 
happiness, love always comes first.

978-1-59413-976-5 n $17.00 U.S.
Women’s Fiction n eleases 4/12/2017
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

H  New York Times Bestseller
  Indie Next Pick

THE LAST PAINTING 
OF SARA DE VOS 
Dominic Smith 
“. . . an outstanding achievement, 
filled with flawed and fascinating 
characters.” — Booklist

A rare seventeenth-century 
painting — the only known 

surviving work of a woman who defied the expectations 
of her time — links three lives, on three continents, over 
three centuries in this exhilarating new novel from the 
critically acclaimed author of The Beautiful Miscellaneous.

978-1-4328-3780-8 n $16.00 U.S.
Historical Fiction n Releases 4/12/2017
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

Offered at a 40% discount and FREE shipping, these softcover Standing Order Plans are 
designed to fit every library’s needs and budget. Discount not available in Canada.
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Did you know?
You can save money and time with curated, high-circulating collections sent automaticaly at a reduced 
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